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Tired? Scheifele? Not when there's gold at stake 
 
By: Mike Sawatzky 
 
Mark Scheifele is eight months into an extended hockey season, but insists he doesn't need a 
break. 
 
"We all train hard to be able to stand up to the NHL season," the Winnipeg Jets centre said 
Friday from Cologne, Germany, where he and the rest of his Team Canada mates have the day 
off at the IIHF World Championship. 
 
"Pittsburgh's doing it. Ottawa's doing it. Anaheim, Nashville, all these teams have been in 
playoffs and they've been grinding it out harder than we have over here, so it's not a big issue. 
 
"If you train the right way and take care of your body, then you should be able to withstand it... I 
don't find you need much of a mental break." 
 
Scheifele, who has been centring Canada's No. 1 forward unit between wingers Jeff Skinner 
(Carolina Hurricanes) and Nathan MacKinnon (Colorado Avalanche), began his season in 
September as a member of Team North America at the World Cup of Hockey. 
 
Although he had been relatively quiet in the scoring department with just one goal and four 
assists in seven round-robin games, he was a key figure in Thursday's quarter-final, scoring 
once and assisting on Skinner's game winner as the Canadians edged the host Germans 2-1. 
 
Did he fret over his inability to find the back of the net? 
 
"Not really," he said. "In these tournaments, it's not about the points. We had games where we 
had the puck in the offensive zone the entire time we were on the ice and weren't able to get 
anything and then games where it was a little tougher and (we'd) get points. In this tournament, 
it has no relevance to the way you play, because it's all team, it's all about winning that gold 
medal. That's all that can be on our minds." 
 
Canada finished round-robin play at 6-0-1 atop Group B. They take on Russia in the first 
semifinal Saturday at 8 a.m., and Sweden and Finland tangle in the other at noon. The semifinal 
losers play for bronze Sunday at 9 a.m. The Canadians are hoping to earn their third 
consecutive championship in the 1:30 gold-medal game. TSN is broadcasting all of the action. 
 
"They've got a lot of skill up front," Scheifele said of the Russians. "We definitely have to be 
aware of that. They're a good team, good skill. They'll be a tough test for us but we know what 
we have to do and focus on our side of the game." 
 
He's not expecting any special line-matching from the Russians. 
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"We had last change, being the No. 1 seed, so we didn't see anything with the Germans but you 
never know in these tournaments," he said. "We have to be prepared for anything." 
 
Forward Vadim Shipachyov, a high-profile Kontinental Hockey League free-agent recently 
signing by the expansion Vegas Golden Knights, will have Canada's attention. 
 
"He can make play — the saucer pass he made against the States was pretty cool," Scheifele 
said. "These Russians can do wonders with the puck. I'm sure Vegas is hoping he pans out for 
them." 
 
Another KHL veteran, blue-liner Chris Lee, was a late addition to the Canadian roster and has 
filled in admirably for an injured Tyson Barrie. 
 
"He's definitely surprised a lot of people I think," Scheifele said. "He moves the puck well, he's 
smart with it, he plays solid D and has a good stick." 
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Canada loses gold to Sweden in shootout at world championships 
 
BY THE CANADIAN PRESS 
 
COLOGNE, Germany — Canada felt the sting of its loss to Sweden at the world championship 
a little more than usual thanks to the tournament format. 
 
Nicklas Backstrom and Oliver Ekman-Larsson scored in a shootout as Sweden beat Canada 2-
1 on Sunday to capture gold, spoiling the Canadians’ attempt to win the title for a third straight 
year. 
 
Maple Leafs' William Nylander of Sweden was named tournament MVP. 
 
“We don’t feel like we lost a hockey game tonight, we feel like we lost a shootout,” said 
Canadian coach Jon Cooper. “I told our guys ‘hang your head high.’ We knew the rules going in, 
it was part of the format, and they bested us. 
 
“I thought both goaltenders were exceptional but in the end it came down to a skill competition. 
They were better than us and in the end, they deserved to be world champs.” 
 
Backstrom, Sweden’s second shooter in the shootout, beat Canadian goaltender Calvin Pickard 
low to the stick side and Oliver Ekman-Larsson caught Pickard moving on Sweden’s next 
attempt to go up 2-0. 
 
Sweden’s Henrik Lundqvist stopped Nathan MacKinnon, Brayden Point, Ryan O’Reilly and 
Mitch Marner to secure the gold. 
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“It’s tough,” said MacKinnon. “We couldn’t score and it’s a shootout. It’s a weird way to finish but 
if we won we wouldn’t be talking about it — we’d just be excited. Obviously, we’re very 
disappointed.” 
 
Victor Hedman scored a short-handed goal late in the second period to give the Swedes a 1-0 
lead. Lundqvist picked up the win with 42 saves. 
 
Lundqvist joined his twin brother and team captain Joel on Sweden midway through the 
tournament after his New York Rangers were eliminated from the Stanley Cup playoffs. It was 
Henrik’s first appearance at the world championship since 2008 and his first time playing with 
his brother since the pair competed together in the Swedish Elite League during the 2004-05 
NHL lockout. 
 
They hadn’t played together internationally since the 2002 world junior championship. 
 
“It’s a very special moment for both of us, to stand out there and to pull it off,” Henrik said. “We 
knew we had a chance, we knew we had the team, but there’s a lot of work that needs to be 
done to pull it off but we did. That’s why I came here, so it’s an awesome feeling.” 
 
O’Reilly tied the game at 1-1 with a power-play goal for Canada early in the third. Pickard 
stopped 40 shots. 
 
The win is Sweden’s first in four tries against Canada since the IIHF instituted the playoff 
system in 1992 and its first gold medal since 2013. 
 
Hedman got Sweden on the scoreboard with Backstrom serving his second penalty of the 
game. Hedman’s bouncing shot from the point off a broken play eluded Pickard with 20.8 
seconds left in the period. 
 
“I got a fortunate bounce,” said Hedman. “I wasn’t really friends with the puck there in the 
second period. I just threw it at the net. Joel (Lundqvist) and Krugs (Marcus Kruger) did a good 
job in front of the goalie and I don’t think he saw it. I got a lucky bounce and the puck had eyes. 
It was good.” 
 
The Canadians once again used their lethal power play to get back into the game in the third 
with Elias Lindholm was whistled for high sticking at 1:48. It took just 10 seconds for O’Reilly to 
tie the game at 1-1, flipping a Mitch Marner rebound over Lundqvist’s right shoulder. It was the 
first special-teams goal that Lundqvist had surrendered in five tournament games. 
 
Both teams had chances in the extra period. Sean Couturier was whistled for tripping with 10:51 
left in overtime but the Canadian penalty killers were up to the task. Alex Killorn fed Matt 
Duchene with a nifty spin-o-rama pass late in overtime, but his shot was stopped by Lundqvist. 
 
Earlier on Sunday, Russia defeated Finland 5-3 to capture its second consecutive bronze 
medal. 
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Spitfires score at will against Thunderbirds in convincing win 
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BY JIM PARKER, POSTMEDIA NETWORK 
 
WINDSOR, ONT. - If the Windsor Spitfires’ first win at the 99th MasterCard Memorial Cup was a 
head turner, then Sunday’s dominating win over the Western Hockey League champion Seattle 
Thunderbirds had to be an eye opener for the rest of the field. 
 
Tying a tournament record with three goals in 38 seconds, the host team won its second game 
in two outings with a 7-1 victory over the Thunderbirds before 5,237 at the WFCU Centre. 
 
“We’re here to play,” said Spitfires forward Graham Knott, whose team was idle for 44 days after 
being eliminated in the first round of the Ontario Hockey League playoffs. 
 
“People might not have all the confidence in us losing in the first round, and think we’re not here 
to play, but we’re here to play with anyone in this tournament. We want to prove it and we want 
to win it.” 
 
Windsor produced just three goals in Friday’s win over the Saint John Sea Dogs, but matched 
that total with three goals in 38 seconds to seize control of the game less than six minutes in 
and chase Seattle rookie goalie Carl Stankowski after just six shots. 
 
“I don’t think we’ve scored three goals that quick all year, but it’s a good time to get hot,” 
Spitfires centre Logan Brown said. “We wanted to jump on them early and put them on their 
toes.” 
 
Knott redirected a feed from Brown to start the offensive explosion. Twenty-one seconds later, 
Gabriel Vilardi forced a turnover behind the Seattle net and fed Julius Nattinen in front. Brown 
capped the outburst 17 seconds later as Windsor tied a Memorial Cup record first set by the 
New Westminster Bruins in 1978. 
 
“It’s crazy,” Knott said. “I put one in, seconds later it’s 3-0. It’s a great start and what we were 
looking for.” 
 
The Thunderbirds had a golden opportunity to get back in the game with a two-man power play 
just minutes later and looked to have a sure goal on a back door play only to see Spitfires co-
captain Jalen Chatfield launch himself to turn the shot away. 
 
“You see their guy stop, drop kind of head first there,” Seattle’s Matthew Barzal said. “Kind of 
takes the wind out of your sails there.” 
 
Not worried about sacrificing his body, Chatfield went head first at the shot attempt. 
 
“It got me in my hand,” Chatfield said. “I just dived out, hands out (like) Superman. Try to keep 
the puck out. Anything to win and help the goalie.” 
 
Seattle tried to get back in the game with Keegan Kolesar scoring to make it 3-1 in the period, 
but Jeremiah Addison stripped Seattle goalie Rylan Toth behind the net and fed Nattinen for an 
open-net goal to put the Spitfires up 4-1 after 40 minutes. 
 
“That’s a heck of a team over there,” Barzal, whose team is 0-2, said of the Spitfires “They’re 
going to be tough to beat. 
 



“Obviously, we have to look past it now and hopefully we can get another kick at them.” 
 
The Spitfires showed no letdown in the third period with Knott, Addison and Jeremy Bracco 
scoring as Windsor handed Seattle its worst defeat of the season. 
 
“Teams are going to know the Windsor Spitfires,” Chatfield said. “We haven’t played the last six 
weeks, so they haven’t really seen us. Now, they’re starting to see we’re all heart.” 
 
The tournament continues on Monday with the Erie Otters (1-0) facing the Sea Dogs (0-1) at the 
WFCU Centre. Game time is 7 p.m. 
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Scheifele: Teams that come together during the Worlds are most successful 
 
Winnipeg Jets forward Mark Scheifele joins Hustler & Lawless from the IIHF Worlds ahead of 
facing Germany in the quarterfinal. Scheifele discusses the quick adjustment needed to playing 
with players he had as opponents in the NHL, and his thoughts on probably missing playing in 
the 2018 Winter Olympics. 
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Hiitela: Jets prospect Niku very similar to Vatanen 
 
Juha Hiitela of Iltasanomat joins Hustler & Lawless to discuss the Winnipeg Jets recently-signed 
prospect Sami Niku, comparing him to a bigger Sami Vatanen. Hiitela also provides context on 
what Patrik Laine’s off-season life is like at home in Tampere, Finland. 
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Heisinger: Stanley medically cleared for Memorial Cup 
 
Winnipeg Jets assistant general manager and Manitoba Moose GM Craig Heisinger joins 
Hustler & Lawless to discuss scouting players at the RBC Cup and Memorial Cup, and 
discusses the state of a few prospects in the Jets system. 
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Sweden tops Canada for World Championship gold 
Scheifele, Morrissey & Comrie walk away with silver 
 
by Ryan Dittrick @ryandittrick / WinnipegJets.com 
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(Congratulations to Jets Assistant Coach Todd Woodcroft [far right] on winning gold with Team 
Sweden.) 
 
Alas...no three-peat. 
 
Team Canada had a chance to win a third consecutive world title for the first time since 1952, 
but the dream ended with a shootout in the gold-medal game Sunday, as Nicklas Backstrom 
and Oliver Ekman-Larsson scored the only two goals to put Sweden on top of the hockey world. 
 
Henrik Lundqvist, meanwhile, stopped all four Canadian shooters and was named the Swedish 
Player of the Game in a wildly entertaining 2-1 final. 
 
The only other time the World Hockey Championship was decided in a shootout was way back 
in 1994 when Canada ended its 33-year gold-medal drought. Luc Robitaille was the hero for 
Canada in a win over Finland. 
 
Mark Scheifele, who was named one of Canada's Top 3 players in the tournament, was one of 
the most dangerous Canadian forwards all night, finishing with three shots (and one post) in just 
under 20 minutes of ice time. 
 
Scheifele had three goals and eight points in 10 games overall. 
 
Josh Morrissey played 14:48 and was held without a shot. 
 
Winnipeg native and Colorado Avalanche netminder Calvin Pickard capped a marvellous two 
weeks with another stellar performance in goal, stopping 40 of 41 shots in regulation and 
overtime.   
 
Lundqvist did him one better, stopping 42 in the win. 
 
Swedish D man Victor Hedman drew first blood with a bizarre shorthanded goal at 19:39 of the 
second period, capitalizing on a series of defensive blunders by the red and white moments 
earlier. Colton Parayko, in particular, failed to break the puck out, eventually falling and turning it 
over altogether, allowing Hedman to pounce and lob an innocuous, 45-foot backhand toward 
the net. 
 
Pickard, who was anticipating a deflection by one of the two Swedes in front, was late to the 
butterfly, dropping to his knees only a fraction of a second too late - enough to have the 
bouncing puck slip through the five-hole. 
 
Undeterred after outshooting the Swedes 12-6 in the middle frame, Canada went right back to 
work and scored a power-play goal less than two minutes into the third to make it a 1-1 game. 
Lundqvist made the initial save on a Mitch Marner point shot, but Ryan O'Reilly swept it home 
on the rebound to even the score with his fourth of the tournament. 


